Preview of United States Supreme Court Cases

Quick Reference Guide

HeinOnline and the American Bar Association have teamed up to provide digital access to *Preview of United States Supreme Court Cases* exclusively via HeinOnline’s fully searchable, user-friendly, image-based PDF platform! In addition to both current and archival content, the database features unique tools such as a Case Locator, as well as access to merit and amicus briefs, audio and text transcripts, and more.

Organization of *Preview of United States Supreme Court Cases*

The *Preview homepage* features the standard main search bar with tabbed options and two subcollections: *Preview of United States Supreme Court Cases*, which contains the content of the journal, and Case Locator.

**Preview Content**

Content includes the first volume through the current issue and is listed in reverse chronological order. Click the + symbol next to any volume to expand its content, or click the volume number to enter and view the volume’s image-based PDFs. Search the title using the search box located above the list of content, or set up eTOC alerts or an RSS feed for this title using the options next to the search bar.

**Searching Preview**

Like all content in HeinOnline, the full text and metadata of *Preview of United States Supreme Court Cases* are fully searchable. Use the main search bar at the top of the page to search the entire Preview collection, or search only the issues using the search tool located above the list of volumes.

Sort search results by relevance, title, or volume date. Matching text is highlighted in yellow, and results can be refined using the facets on the left side of the page.
Case Locator

A case locator tool has been built to enable users to quickly view term information, docket numbers, case names, decided dates, and subjects for each case discussed in Preview of United States Supreme Court Cases. Browse the cases by any of these options, and click any case to open up its database entry. In addition to administrative information such as case name and docket number, entries contain:

- Links to merit briefs
- Links to amicus briefs
- Full print transcripts
- Audio transcripts from Oyez
- Citation and summary information for each case

Click on a case, such as Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt, to retrieve the case’s database entry. The entry provides a summary of key case information, links to PDFs of original merit and amicus briefs, and links to audio and text transcripts.

Online Advantages

- Set up electronic table of contents (eTOC) alerts to be notified when new issues are available (requires a free MyHein account)
- Access both current content and Preview archives in a user-friendly, fully searchable format
- Browse by case using the Case Locator
- Access exact replicas of merit and amicus briefs
- Text and audio transcript linking
- Link to the official version of all U.S. Supreme Court cases in the U.S. Reports
- Link between related documents within Preview, HeinOnline, Fastcase, and external websites using inline hyperlinks, highlighted in blue throughout the database

For help navigating and searching in HeinOnline, contact our support team via email at holsupport@wshein.com, by Live Chat, or by phone at (800) 277-6995.